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The Library at Night 2008-04-01 inspired by the process of creating a library for his 15th century home near the loire in france manguel
the acclaimed writer on books and reading has taken up the subject of libraries in this captivating meditation on their meaning and
significance
Night and Day 2004-09 katherine hilbery torn between past and present is a figure reflecting woolf s own struggle with history both have
illustrious literary ancestors in katherine s case her poet grandfather and in woolf s her father leslie stephen writer philosopher and editor
both desire to break awayfrom the demands of the previous generation without disowning it altogether katherine must decide whether or not
she loves the iconoclastic ralph denham woolf seeks a way of experimenting with the novel for that still allows her to express her affection for
the literature of the past this is the most traditional of woolf s novels yet even here we can see her beginning to break free in this her second
novel with its strange mixture of comedy and high seriousness woolf had already found her own characteristic voice
Night 2000 an autobiographical narrative in which the author describes his experiences in nazi concentration camps
The Reference Catalogue of Current Literature 1898 rea s maxnotes for william shakespeare s a midsummer night s dream the maxnotes
offers a comprehensive summary and analysis of a midsummer night s dream and a biography of william shakespeare places the events of
the play in historical context and discusses each act in detail includes study questions and answers along with topics for papers and sample
outlines
A Midsummer Night's Dream (MAXNotes Literature Guides) 2013-01-01 citations and abstracts are provided on literature concerning the
planning design and construction of law enforcement facilities in the united states and in foreign countries includes plans of twenty one
select law enforcement facilities
Night And Day 1996-01-01 science fiction and fantasy literature a checklist 1700 1974 volume one of two contains an author index title index
series index awards index and the ace and belmont doubles index
Literature Search: Law Enforcement Facilities-- 1975 unashamedly a book for the bookish yet accessible and frequently entertaining this is
the first book devoted to how libraries are depicted in imaginative writing covering fiction poetry and drama from the late middle ages to the
present it runs the gamut of british and american literature as well as examining a range of fiction in other languages from rabelais and
cervantes to modern and contemporary french italian japanese and russian writing while the tropes of the complex catalogue and the
bibliomaniacal reader persist throughout the centuries libraries also emerge as societal battle sites where issues of personality gender
cultural power and national identity are contested repeatedly and often in surprising ways as well as examining how libraries were deployed
in their work by canonical authors from cervantes shakespeare and swift to jane austen george eliot and jorge luis borges the volume also
examines in detail the haunted libraries of margaret oliphant and m r james and a range of much less familiar historic and contemporary
authors alert to the depiction of librarians as well as of book rooms and institutional readers this book will inform entertain and delight at a
time when traditional libraries are under pressure libraries in literature shows the power of their lasting fascination
The Eclectic Magazine of Foreign Literature, Science, and Art 1866 combining literature and psychoanalysis this collection
foregrounds the work of literary creators as foundational to psychoanalysis
Reference Catalogue of Current Literature 1888 disputation literature is a type of text in which usually two non human entities such as trees
animals drinks or seasons try to establish their superiority over each other by means of a series of speeches written in an elaborate flowery
register as opposed to other dialogue literature in disputation texts there is no serious matter at stake only the preeminence of one of the
litigants over its rival these light hearted texts are known in virtually every culture that flourished in the middle east from antiquity to the
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present day and they constitute one of the most enduring genres in world literature the present volume collects over twenty contributions on
disputation literature by a diverse group of world renowned scholars from ancient sumer to modern day bahrain from egyptian to neo
aramaic including latin french middle english armenian chinese and japanese the chapters of this book study the multiple avatars of this
venerable text type
Science Fiction and Fantasy Literature 2010-09-01 全英1位 世界43カ国刊行 その図書館には 選ばなかった人生 が待っていた ＢＴＳメンバーも読んだ 各国でロングセラーの話題の1冊がついに日本解禁 あ
なたには やりなおしたい過去はありますか ノーラはその日人生のどん底にいた 飼っていた猫を亡くし 仕事をクビになり いくら悲しくても話を聞いてくれる家族も友人もいない 頭をめぐるのは後悔ばかり 私がもっといい飼い主だったら 両親にも亡くなる前に
もっと親孝行ができていたら 恋人と別れなければよかった 故郷に戻らなければよかった 生きている意味などもうないと ノーラは衝動的に自らの命を絶とうとする だが目覚めたとき 目の前には不思議な図書館が佇んでいた 英米amazonで驚異の20万レ
ビュー超え in the soop でrmやv jinをはじめとするメンバーがこぞって読んだことでも話題の 今こそ読みたい 優しさに満ちた世界的ベストセラー小説
Libraries in Literature 2022-09-01 the rise of world literature is the most noticeable phenomenon in literary studies in the twenty first century
however truly well known and globally circulating works are all canonical works of european or western literature while non european and
even minor european literatures remain largely unknown beyond their culture of origin world literature as discovery expanding the world
literary canon argues that world literature for our time must go beyond eurocentrism and expand the canon to include great works from non
european and minor european literatures as much of the world s literature remains untranslated and unknown the expansion will be an
exciting process of discovery by discussing fundamental questions around canon circulation aesthetic values translation cosmopolitanism and
the literary universal zhang longxi proposes a new and liberating concept of world literature that will shape world literature worthy of its
name this book speaks for a more inclusive idea of world literature and shows students and scholars alike that all the literary traditions
particularly non european traditions will be able to make important contributions and expand the canon of world literature
The Cambridge Companion to Literature and Psychoanalysis 2021-12-16 this unique and meticulously edited collection includes the greatest
historical novels adventure classics legends romance novels and war stories set in scottish highlands and moors contents robert louis
stevenson kidnapped catriona black arrow a tale of the two roses the master of ballantrae a winter s tale weir of hermiston walter scott
waverley guy mannering the antiquary rob roy ivanhoe kenilworth the pirate the fortunes of nigel peveril of the peak quentin durward st
ronan s well redgauntlet woodstock the fair maid of perth anne of geierstein old mortality the black dwarf the heart of midlothian the bride of
lammermoor a legend of montrose count robert of paris castle dangerous the monastery the abbot the betrothed the talisman john buchan
the thirty nine steps the three hostages huntingtower castle gay the power house john macnab sir quixote of the moors john burnet of barns
a lost lady of old years the half hearted salute to adventurers midwinter witch wood the free fishers o douglas olivia in india the setons penny
plain ann and her mother pink sugar the proper place the day of small things priorsford taken by the hand jane s parlour the house that is our
own george macdonald david elginbrod alec forbes of howglen robert falconer ranald bannerman s boyhood what s mine s mine the elect
lady heather and snow salted with fire malcolm the marquis of lossie sir gibbie donal grant j m barrie auld licht idylls a window in thrums the
little minister sentimental tommy tommy and grizel
Chambers's Journal of Popular Literature, Science and Arts 1852 reprint of the original first published in 1871 the publishing house anatiposi
publishes historical books as reprints due to their age these books may have missing pages or inferior quality our aim is to preserve these
books and make them available to the public so that they do not get lost
Disputation Literature in the Near East and Beyond 2020-08-10 travelling is one of the most fascinating phenomena that has inspired writers
and scholars from antiquity to our postmodern age the father of history herodotus was also a traveller whose histories can easily be
considered a travel account the first volume of this book is dedicated to the period starting from herodotus himself until the end of the
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middle ages with focus on the balkans the byzantine empire the islamic world and south eastern europe research on travellers who
connected civilizations manuscript and literary traditions musicology geography flora and fauna as reflected in travel accounts are all part of
this thought provoking collected volume dedicated to detailed aspects of voyages and travel accounts up to the end of the sixteenth century
the second volume of this book is dedicated to the period between early modernity and today including modern receptions of travelling in
historiography and literature south eastern europe and serbia the chinese ottoman and british perception of travelling pilgrimages to the holy
land and other sacred sites serbian arabic and english literature legal history and travelling and other engaging topics are all part of the
second volume dedicated to aspects of voyages and travel accounts up to the contemporary era
CD-ROM Book Index 1995 this is a structured annotated and indexed anthology dealing with the personality and the behaviour of doctors
and doctor patient relationships ideal for medical humanities courses
Chamber's Journal of Popular Literature, Science and Arts 1857 more than fifty specialists have contributed to this new edition of
volume 1 of the cambridge bibliography of english literature the design of the original work has established itself so firmly as a workable
solution to the immense problems of analysis articulation and coordination that it has been retained in all its essentials for the new edition
the task of the new contributors has been to revise and integrate the lists of 1940 and 1957 to add materials of the following decade to
correct and refine the bibliographical details already available and to re shape the whole according to a new series of conventions devised to
give greater clarity and consistency to the entries
The London Journal: and Weekly Record of Literature, Science, and Art 1861 a sweeping reinterpretation of spanish literature
showing the great debts to arab culture that spain incurred through the 800 years of islamic presence in iberia by so doing it redefines the
ground of the study of spanish literature
ミッドナイト・ライブラリー (ハーパーコリンズ・フィクション) 2022-02-09 the written word is one of the defining elements of christian experience as vigorous in the
1st century as it is in the 21st christian literature has had a significant function in history and teachers and students need to be reminded of
this powerful literary legacy covering 2 000 years the encyclopedia of christian literature is the first encyclopedia devoted to christian writers
and books in addition to an overview of the christian literature this two volume set also includes 40 essays on the principal genres of christian
literature and more than 400 bio bibliographical essays describing the principal writers and their works these essays examine the evolution of
christian thought as reflected in the literature of every age the companion volume also features bibliographies an index a timeline of christian
literature and a list of the greatest christian authors the encyclopedia will appeal not only to scholars and christian evangelicals but students
and teachers in seminaries and theological schools as well as to the growing body of christian readers and bibliophiles
Academy and Literature 1880 this volume deals with authors in exile those writers who were forced to leave their home country after the
national socialists seized power in 1933 although many of the authors have continued to receive recognition in their particular fields whether
film or adult literature one group of artists has been overlooked the authors and illustrators of children s literature now for the first time
german children s and youth literature in exile 1933 1050 has recorded and made accessible a wealth of information on these german
speaking authors and illustrators who emigrated to many different countries and regions of the world german children s and youth literature
in exile 1933 1950 contains biographies of 101 authors and illustrators of children and youth literature as well as bibliographies of the books
written and illustrated by them that were published in exile between 1933 and 1950 included are authors who were born before 1918 in
germany or in areas of the former austro hungarian empire and who lived or worked in germany or austria until 1933 many of them were
forced to emigrate because their lives were endangered some of them left before the repressive measures of the national socialists were
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implemented in order to maintain their intellectual and artistic freedom the exile countries they chose were the united states great britain
switzerland the soviet union czechoslovakia france holland spain portugal italy sweden norway denmark belgium finland poland liechtenstein
luxembourg mexico bolivia argentina brazil paraguay australia canada china and palestine israel among the authors listed in this volume are
kurt held die rote zora und ihre bande 1941 irmgard keun nac
World Literature as Discovery 2023-09-15 translation and world literature offers a variety of international perspectives on the complex
role of translation in the dissemination of literatures around the world eleven chapters written by multilingual scholars explore issues and
themes as diverse as the geopolitics of translation cosmopolitanism changing media environments and transdisciplinarity this book locates
translation firmly within current debates about the transcultural movements of texts and challenges the hegemony of english in world
literature translation and world literature is an indispensable resource for students and scholars working in the fields of translation studies
comparative literature and world literature
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The Bibliographer's Manual of English Literature, Containing an Account of Rare, Curious, and Useful Books, Published in Or Relating to Great
Britain and Ireland, from the Invention of Printing ... and the Prices at which They Have Been Sold in the Present Century 1864
Voyages and Travel Accounts in Historiography and Literature. Volume I 2020-12-31
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Merchant of Venice. A midsummer-night's dream. King John. King Richard II. King Henry IV, pt. I. All's well that ends well. King Henry IV, pt. II.
The passionate pilgrim. Much ado about nothing. King Henry V. Merry wives of Windsor. The Phoenix and the turtle. Twelfth night. As you like
it. Hamlet. Julius Caesar. Measure for measure. Othello. A lover's complaint 1881
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